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after Mark Young’s ‘a small fugue’

just the 

rhythm 

section

on 

Percy 

Sledge’s 

‘When a 

man loves 

a woman’ —

that’s how 

I want

this day 

to proceed
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when we are too confused by the cloud

I’m divided between my New Year's Resolutions

and the Last Time I told you “I’ll keep that in Mind”,

pressing that utterly stupid Buttom, Damn,

that in the End only hurt my Time: Send.

Carnival just finished and the old Astrological Books

are announcing that Saturn is about to start a New Cycle,

which by a quick Calculation in my Head means:

It will run for at least 36 Years. Oh God have Mercy on me.

I prefer the word Era, Jeronimous Dog. Even though

it doesn't fit anymore in our Eucalypt Time. Once again:

Apocalyptic everyday Life, you meant. Fair enough.

Give me your Hand and I'll keep stretching the Limes.

For my whole life.

I’ve already decided

this year will be the year

of the mermaid’s marmalade plus

the good qualities of the sword plus

two more hearts please

(one's not enough

we are too emotional to give up)

please

we need more time to discover the real 

information about the metal trees

growing under our skin

and the potential bridges between 

the communicating vessels  

in the living room

I’ve already started to cut off the crown

hovering above our heads

and it's almost done

the third part of the process I mean

at least two active characters

let's put it like that, gears,

they have been working hard

to complete this task with us

I'm so proud!
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I would love to introduce you

to the crow and the crowd

the clown is sleeping now

but maybe we should also try to peel 

the skin of the sky with a salt bath

at his place

it could be useful somehow

for the future generations

I've been trying to explain to us

the most obvious thing about us

my face is a composition of our

mixed

molecules

moving

together

alone

at same time

in more than 8 different

shadows

per second

especially during the night

this is so hard

especially during the night

but I'm really thankful

you helped me to understand

some real and important values

a kind of rowboat

in the middle of my life

basically more friction and even more

fat french fries like friendship sticks

I'm 100% enthusiastic about that 

because my life doesn't have any special 

meaning

but only movements

movements
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PIPE CUTTING DRAFT

it’s hard to withdraw the fangs, now

in public places

——————

Strangled by the river, vocal exercise credit advance. 

Our spirit cannot be crushed, it is too far fucking fat. 

It expresses itself in song with the security cable fastened. 

Shahid for yellow pipe, head of blowtorch screwed to canister. 

Distortion on a semitone bellow pitch-drags love to incest. 

What abuses could not we locate under the dining area 

——————

of the BBQ Express? Pipe though blurry situated on neck under face above chest between 

shoulders in game show, up against successfully over-determined female contestant who 

loses bet regarding the total value of a hoard of unspecified items locked away in storage 

(a vividly innovative premise buoyant with spiritually excruciating suspense, where failure

to glue yourself to these kinds of programs puts you at risk of basic mortality, with studies 

indicating their observance reduces the likelihood of personal complaints like domestic 

frostbite, spontaneous coma, late-onset pedophilia, large-scale hypocrisy, disappearing into

the overflow tube, the list undiscontinuable)—and who cares that the hoard turns out to be 

the private communications of a significant fraction of the viewers—bet resulting in a 

functionally indefinite living debt to the champion, who declares it payable in a short-term

work placement of exceptional intensity, consisting of discovering and rectifying a string 

of gas leaks distributed across a complex of pump sites, the debtor given a u-gauge, a 

screwdriver and a trick pack of gum, the latter necessary for stopping the leaks, one stick 

designed to spin and release a shower of sparks upon its removal, the trial perfectly 

impossible by design, resulting in a terrific explosion devastating material aspects of the 

loser, death from fluid loss arriving slowly, told over loudspeaker in agonizing final 

moment about a counterfactual time machine that can send her back as a fetus aborted.

——————
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Everything 

outside of 

solidarity is

terrifying.

——————

The body is an armed spirit. No way that it can’t be. The proof is on the grounds the term 

“weapon” is vague. Nothing right to recollect. Like how you might be destroyed. Car 

parked on top your foot, mouth sewn shut with barbwire fencing, the Great Listener filed 

down under maximum sustainable pain category. Hairdo ripped out by the individual 

follicle, dental surgery undertaken with steak knife and hammer. Nostrils plugged with 

wood filler, respiration enabled by straw through trachea puncture. Abdomen peppered 

with stab wounds. Hand skin removed carefully, genitals irradiated with repurposed parts 

from some microwaves. The wounds covering your body sprayed with fungal infectants. 

Appendages removed in one-inch segments with a hacksaw rusted to fuck.

——————

Can any degree of linguistic smoting tick the receiver?

Witness the sensitivity of the most recent calibration. 

Left pissing into the u-gauge to express a drop in pressure. 

Plummet counted off in millibars, shaving off part of the Earth itself. 

——————

Do you really believe that it grows back? There is no rest for the workers kept from 

gathering outside the Wickes at Seven Sisters, outside the Edmonton Tesco on the North 

Circular, every other one of the places. ELEVEN RAIDS. Erroneous division of life 

towards yellow pipe, irrespective of degree, yellow Pepe, green pee. The arrogance of the 

literate. Hard maultiplication of ability. Velcro pincer. Satin trigger. Industrial lixation of 

peoples. Yellow pipe to suffer, lips kiss the griddle. Authority’s fire-gate. Ex post facto 

Basic Tyranny Concept parading as its opposite. 

——————

Live wire tester. Grouping together shiver. Piranha song’s teeth, biting porcelain, broken. 

Emerge actually sharper. Struggle augmentator. Hate’s animator. Love’s glacial safety net, 

none of it tamper-proof, the corpses on display. Corpses on display rotating, in a visually 
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over-stimulating gelatinous medium, lighting running through it programmed from a desk, 

caloric plentitude rendering it edible. The corpse. Will come back to life but not do what 

it’s supposed to. Patiently we am not waiting.

——————

Free to rise from the pit to self-pardon. To speak after clutching an unlimited silence. To 

articulate the guilt of those without a yellow pipe upon the front of their necks beneath the 

chin above the chest. Which piping, not yet cut open, gives credence to self-pardon, 

shibboleth for how else to know who deserves it, redeemed thus by self, and with only self

associate, self-to-self understanding at all-time ironic low. Yellow through and rich, now 

then soft then hard to tell, saying nothing of the organic squishy rot beneath its armour, 

metal shattering from an inaudible whistle, the tracheal cartilage snapping and collapsing 

in our hands. No telling, no volume, no ability to avail. Valence disabled. Impossible 

daymare. No sleep. No waking. No-function inter-space.

——————

Movement is the only responsibility of freedom. Not to move far, but neither too move 

shortly. To move only with those by whom freedom is. External proof of the vascular 

circulation, life as the concealment of liberty in practice. We are here to circle pipe, 

stalkers, bottom of the shoes, leaching, born to sever critical tubing, pressure drop, drain it 

of its gaseous interior, trigger non-random explosions. Kidnap and open the eyes above the

pipe and subject them to a 150 milliwatt laser pointers duct-taped into a bundle, all of 

them on, gambling that you are incapable of a permanent non-equilibrium state. Blind 

before we throw you naked into a treasure chest full of millipedes and crows, get on a 

P&O and let it slide off into the channel right out the boot. 

——————

Follow me to Heaven. I grow a back. Heat, a surplus requirement. Feedback arrives 

quickly, doubtless and intolerant, sidelined by orchestra without incentive to tune. 

November 2016 / March 2017
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Major Tom visits Dagworth Station 

A hinterland tragic with horses. You schlepped your way 

through late adolescence, a eucalypt delusional,  

billabong blindness leading to a sort of toe dance of reason*.

Waltzing Matilda on repeat play, the kind of place

where every third bushman’s a poet, a thief, or out-of-work 

actor. Mind the gap between original and unoriginal time, 

one chord per national measure. Folding sheep into little 

origami tucker bags like leaves of a book. Even the word green 

remained green in the critical guide to synecdoche. 

Sunday’s swagman and his glee of little wings. Buffet-style.

Discovering wormholes in space, we chose the first song  

to broadcast back to Earth as an ode to my darling. 

Dusty said it was all slim pickings, but the psychedelic spree

made me somehow not quite believe him.

* Walter Benjamin describing being high.
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Factory Outlet

A lady’s name should appear only three times:
fog, amphetamines, and pearls.

Create your life as you go….

superstar superstar superstar superstar superstar
superstar superstar superstar superstar superstar
superstar superstar superstar superstar superstar
superstar superstar superstar superstar superstar
superstar superstar superstar superstar superstar
superstar superstar superstar superstar superstar

soop*

flower flower flower flower flower flower flower
flower flower flower flower flower flower flower
flower flower flower flower flower flower flower
flower flower flower flower flower flower flower
flower flower flower flower flower flower flower 
flower flower flower flower flower flower flower

to turn the whole world on just for a moment.

strip it 
strip it silver and blonde
Day-Glo it in paint

Doubt thou the stars are fire ::

dark lines / habitue in black tights/ all under 
false colored eyes

Doubt truth to be a liar

I made a mask out of my face
My mask, My face
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to see what I could see see see
to find the living part
not in a painting, not in a writing way
to correspond with other living objects

She’s just a little tease
          just a little

inability to economise everybody should like 
everybody

binge and purge

No minimum spend required.
A lot of pleasure and a lot of nothing.

Being all alone again  watching 
the Christmas lights on Hudson Street.

A Union Matter

The rat at the bottom of the milk of human kindness.
Stalin’s small blue pail
half empty or half full.

No layoff at this condensery.
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Camperdown

the comfort of the lecture theatre
above the implacable 
crying in the U

walking through the old hospital
is this public asks one
the light places 

a classical view
clotted remnants of air
strands of glass    

the inner city calm to be believed 
staircases address 
once anchored movements 

Of the Outside

This tuneful malaise
I want to say appears
as a niece or nephew will
between shores
one has grown used to expecting,
I digress. The torn bread in the soup,
athletic hum and click, 
deft knitting needles 
across the lens, and the swerve

of a prison song,
the nomenclature lifts
and names absolve.

July 1, 16
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AGITATE 

 

SAY 

 a A a a A A a A a a a A 

DISMAL  

 inferior efficient futile cheerful 

VALOR  

 cowardice duty exhilaration attrition 

CAPTIVITY  

 enormity freedom flair breach 

INDUSTRIOUS  

 lazy sporty boorish dapper 

MINUTE  

 enlightened fluent immense decisive  

DEARTH 

 blasphemy enmity spoof wealth 

MISER 

 dunce spendthrift cleric inferior 

ABSENCE 



 elfish fitness radiate upkeep 

ACME 

 bum filter tracked 

ADMIRE 

 corporate embarrass idiom 

APE 

 unopposed 

BLOSSOM 

 corporate embarrass realizes 

BUM 

 acme table utterance 

BUNNY 

 earthy 

CORPORATE 

 admire blossom police radical seltzer  

COSTUME 

 embarrass exit idiom oust tide 

EARTHY 

 bunny exit tide 

ELFISH 



 absence flicker tracked 

EMBARRASS 

 admire blossom costume radical seltzer 

EMIT 

 rattle realizes 

EMPLOY 

 steer system 

EVENTUAL  

 native today unite 

EXIT 

 costume earthy 

FILTER 

 acme interest radiate table utterance 

FITNESS 

 absence flicker seltzer 

FUNNIER 

 rattle upkeep 

IDIOM 

 admire costume radical 

INTEREST 



 filter net recruit steer 

NOTATION 

 eventual radiate utterance 

NET 

 interest table utterance 

OCELOT 

 system today unopposed 

OPAL 

 soap soul 

POLICE 

 corporate rattle realizes upkeep 

RADIATE 

 absence filter notation recruit 

RADICAL 

 corporate embarrass idiom 

RATTLE 

 emit funnier police 

REALIZES 

 blossom emit flicker police seltzer 



RECRUIT 

 interest radiate utterance 

RUST 

 steer today unite 

SELTZER 

 corporate embarrass fitness realizes 

SHAME 

 steer 

SOAP 

 opal system 

SOUL 

 opal system unopposed 

STEER 

 employ interest rust shame utterance 

SYSTEM 

 employ ocelot soap soul 

TABLE 

 bum filter net tea tracked 

TEA 

 table 



TIDE 

 costume earthy unopposed 

TODAY 

 eventual ocelot rust 

TRACKED 

 acme elfish table 

UNITE 

 eventual rust 

UNOPPOSED 

 ape ocelot oust soul tide 

UPKEEP  

 absence flicker funnier police 

UTTERANCE 

 bum filter notation net recruit steer 

 

 

 

 

 



Limited acts of survival 

‘We need to know the writing of the past, and know it differently than we 
have ever known it; not to pass on a tradition but to break its hold over us.’ 
– Adrienne Rich

When it comes to the matter 
of fingers

if a separation occurs 
above the cuticle

the fingertip may regrow.

There’s that chance
the one we steal breaths for

take something away
for a roughness of return.

Hold it in.

Press the nails into the palm.

Hold out for it.

Not to you, but for you 
I find myself 
asking rather than stating.

Trying to locate the part of my body 
where you began

to unfasten.
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for herself & her enemies 

her—you find her harming

with her violet eyes

& body ballooning from the sky 

like a spider 

tail-less & plum set 

to lay into you

Series finale

It’s time to dress your body in this unrevised 

final draft. My mind is full of hollows 

& Valarie Solanas’ voice—I’m a writer not an actress.

In order to adapt to this genre 

one must become perverse—I’ve flattened 

myself to fit through scripted 

doorways & babbled away my dimensions. 

This series leaves no suspense,

we’re dealing with pre-existing material 

& yet I’ve forgotten who speaks next. I need a prompt—
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great dividing range telephone

so much writing

how weird would we all be

sliding much further into the future

the smell of area to call bus

key for nothing. for work. quit work

and brainstorm harder....

speeding, searching water all through your backpack

they could leave but they stay stay stay spider spider spider

special thing to say

clock the lovers on their masturtiums

weeping them down damn their, your, regret

it: its conundrum, its barrel echo grammar of wank one word

at one word intervals one market after the bacchus marsh one countless

beginnings no grids and slipped shit that’s good for you now that

youre older in the spring of your sex touching

the inside of summer clothes going on the train or just

putting them on again and again the backdrop

this time lit from above and behind so young you just make your clone 
choke
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watching the cricket the oval the volcano

of shithead fragmented dying cunning and the little

volcanoes of chives, sixes, compost flies, attraction, naturally occurring 
msg

the cricket, tiny jaws of huntsmen, grandiosity, channels, you get it

all

birds come close again cos i have a bit of food for them sometimes

territories overlapping and what else are they going to do but

be distantly entirely terrified and die for obscure reasons, for example, 
when you learn what an applegum is

youre in applegum country, brogo, nsw

next door on the great dividing range,  blackwood trees in pale yellow 
flower

lots of places, forgiving
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insecteroid

a moth crashes into the cone of a lamp-head 

an asteroid impact particle blow-back

a mortar in a field of dust lit up in profile

the moth, dazed, floats butterly from its crater

put down by a tiny drunk hover craft pilot

onto the red velvet of the only upholstery for metres

swig

raise a glass of eighth round port

and say ‘insert witless remark’

slap the bench, put it back

down the back of the throat

a few fiery vapours down the larynx

so that the smallest of particles

are pepperly accounted for
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dincision always again, shears off callus

in phoney presents, not coming out of the prior, 

instead jarwlking, with mild love, out of seeping

cage, person and number, creak, dead drive.

in that suitcase, why did i ever think id ever 

need envelopes, with a bed for clothing,

folly to gather, folly to not, to turge poor

nong self head with either conceit, try try on

all the conceits, trust youll love correct

idiocy among all the choice idiocies, dont

mind its ok i forgive you your research,

, simply push into place with a satisfying click. 

idiocy to correct choice of love and werent

even there where america is, yes

and shedding, as skin slash employees, shedding

codes, shredding code after code, stapled

onto lands and faces, shredding codes that shred lands and faces,
→  [more code talk here or no?]

build wall beside behind, build holes in wall

before beside, virtual tattoo so

deliciously dtrawled and tdripping, keystroke

at some distance from important sea plane, presumed
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shortcut to stardom, practice of voidance, part of our remit.

it took me 15 years to find a tactical boot i was 100% happy

with, whats under exoskeleton: endoskeleton,

whats under armour: armour, can only nibble

through world as through own plumage, no

current to flush scattered floating shed down.

add: diet, pets.

take this one if youve no idea which to take,

bend down and squint and still cant make it out,

the future 3d printing you.
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what half life

  where have i been, whom

      for so many sundered individualities

  wrung from own self hide

         so to be a diligent digital dandy

                         tied to

      giant python heaped in pool of skin, 

          androgynous desire, plastic fork.

 i know youre busy with work and home life

 i still want to say things... but also getting really

     back into extension

 lava of foldbacks into the bay

 flanked by soylent-filled pleasurecraft,

 tho i of course would put things a little differently. 

   i loathe them but they,  

 after much joyful and crazy partying and dancing, 

   were a historical necessity

 i even visited recently  

 mostly sunny 22 degrees. 

 but im also getting really badly stuck 

      in stages of honing,

 working on a loon farm (in the broadest sense) 

 no need to obtain the imprimatur of 

      gruff meniscus, just

        grot me, great -oid

 mount self own lovely red parade

 on the shinky-ginky man and the desert and the bomb

  and if cant get the trolley to roll then 

cant i just skip ahead to late work?

 webs sprawl over crusty dried socks

 dead nature caulked on backyard table

 pocket-crushed tissue at base,
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 holding the dead bee, salt raining

  from picture clouds in nylex cavity

       on a sub-loop of great 

   mechanical peace,

           like the fall

           like bird of human skin

    who bore the desert stage

 under heavens of mange

  after warm welcome by boris

      , the destroyer

 photo of turd-shaped meditation hotel sculpture

                 to be circulated

 and there are bushfires. 

   ill be lurking again, 

   just need to ride a few stops, on the terror 

      coz have to buy stock 

 and some other bullshit to print off if we get the chance

 hopefully this time ill get to see you play. 

   you showed me this years back actually, 

 appeared before me with a mischievous grin

    ready to burn and fly and play the land

                with like a little glass punch.

     a toxic green biretta veils all for all

  propped by narcissistic nostalgia

         and caustic pints slime down the coast

       acid in eyes?

 without it wed have to torture

 ppl and bomb hospitals at once.

       and there are bushfires. 

 wipe the blue twine from your lips

 but it wont stop coming

   up cricket ball throat

 it brokers wrong answers
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    butll be tied

 by beat wrangler, like 

  oussous vines in bare night

                   to untold

      heavens of mange,

          a hex

 pledging to hook you in shade,

    about a gruff picket

  black-orange biretta cloaks the land

                                 for all

       and what vacuum here to hold

       and what half life

       and something of ovular time

 , like the sound in tetris when you get a tetris,

 but spread over hours, and in those hours

 pure extension... so its kind of inevitable...

 heaps and heaps of dead nervy time too

    only blinder and blacker

 we were unshaven in black hoodies and depressed! 

, he grunted
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#47.31.8.13 
two starting points
stipulate  where  to  throw  .  go  in
simulation  of  jumping .  where  it  lands
mustn’t  be  farther  than  the  ability  to
return to where it left from , eliminating
wind assistance .  thrown in a  direction
such  that  anything  jumped  over  could
have  been  walked  across  ,  and  would
still  be  there  so  can  be  walked  back
over  ,  whilst  also  eliminating  the
possibility  of  the  way  back  being  as
impassable  as  the  way there  was  not  .
where  it  lands  has  to  be  a  point  from
which it may run , although the running
must needs be voluntary rather than due
to the need to flee .

it was a shallow puddle . the trajectory of
the  projectile  was  always  more
horizontal than vertical which , coupled
with the puddle being just deep enough
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to absorb the impact , made the landing
thud harmless ,  so the flight  was swift
and yet  could have been much faster  ,
the distance was a way off and yet could
have been much further  ,  and the time
required  to  walk  this  distance  is
unknown . standing up , it drip dries for
longer than it takes to be half dry , that is
,  not  quite  nearly  dry  ,  though  dry
enough  to  finish  by  rubbing  off  the
remaining  droplets  ,  which  have  more
space  between  them than  when  it  first
rose from the puddle , such that the hand
holds  onto  the  same  part  of  the  towel
without  it  becoming  so  soaked  that
another  part  of  the  towel  needs  to  be
used, that is , the hand doesn’t need to
reposition  itself  to  a  drier  part  of  the
towel , all less necessary as the towel is
thick and absorbent , the rubbing never
so vigorous and the skin never so rough
that it rents the towel .
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I n n o v a t i o n

my mother the immigrant
                      always said
it's difficult 
to have a sense of humour
lying down 

you have to pay      (a lot)
               for the privilege
it won't get you anywhere
            anyway (she said)

 nothing virtual about it
           no tap   no swipe
                just years lost
pounding cash registers
kaching nostalgie

                *

wheeling an adult baby
    in a shopping trolley
through 
bookabay carpark tiers
                                hashtag
save Newtown from tattoos

havenots' houses
entirely plastic wrapped
               for fumigation

sticky silver fork
lying on imported tiles
under
doubleglazed windows
         middleclassy grot
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                      slurp slurp

                    *

you didn't
even see
where you were

you looked down
at your phone
                            all the way
across the steel blue harbour
       you'd never seen before

everyone
so metropolised
& insular

        far & near
        disappears

the big Leyland Kirby things
            good for grey sunsets
it's the day the day will come
it needs serious music

                    *

leaving
the Lost Brisbane facebook page
                    no longer know
         how to change the law
                               for good

shrug into slip
into detachment

order chips on the side
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who wants
to take pity
on 'today's world'
           promoting silly hopes
           of health & happiness

raw genomics
mashed with moralism

                    *

more pets than people

     rescued pugs mewl
over astroturf territory
spry ferals scurry
along railway tunnels

big screens flash bright
on dingy platforms

it's all going to end in
                  something

& there will be speeches
                  political staffers
promote fearful topicalities

more current currentness
          against everything

                    *

I'm against barracking
for innovation
ingenuity never disappeared

             is it just me?
             yes?
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             I am wrong?

really weird sculpture
                 is the thing

              as ephemeral
                  as possible
                  too

standing dozens
of AA batteries vertically
                   to photograph
            for ebay or for art

your guess is as good as
& neither matters

                    *

at 4 a.m.
I think up great phrases
for the poem
          & know I'll remember them
but I don't when I wake again at 8
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Armus

` this world is blue fire
and I am a nerve in the wind

a nerve that wants to please.
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QUESTIONS

shall I phone you and offer money

for the happiness of others

who have been kind to me?

or shall I sever my fingers

one by one to prevent my calling

you who are a toxic friend?

I do wonder at my appetite

to sit amongst the greedy and forlorn

each time we all prepare a meal together?

shall we eat from the plate of penance 

that which once was filled with pennies

offered each week to the church and refused?

yes our stomachs have known hunger together

standing side by side in the fields of our labours

ruined by the competition of each other?

now after all these years I must choose

staring at the dirt trapped under my fingernails

the residue of the past that cannot be gouged free?

I make that call and eat that food and wonder

will I really choose the happiness of others

over the self-mutilation of the past?
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WITHERING

do not regret

a martyr’s role

outside the window

a wall of apartheid

towers in its terror

with spray cans

I paint dead flowers

onto my eyelids

to hide the view

of unequal words

MANIFEST

I shall cover myself with 

the mud you sling at me

and when I emerge

I shall shine like the sun

watching you avert your eyes
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SUNSET

standing at the lake

on a windless day 

watching a sunset reflect

was a perfect response

when we consider 

the origins of longing

do we also consider 

the longings of origin

both are here, mirrored
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Beacon

. 

          A black sun lights the creases in capital’s night 

          nightcrawlers prong.

                The congratulatory vanguardists can accept

             lyrical cinema, somehow, and get away with it. 

The fingers shatter on the keyboard like icicles,

catching up a bungee failure that brought the topic

to me in the first place.

It is Canada, last year, for baby Cronenberg. 

Here, dolphins have given up all hope of penetrating 

the distant bay. The olive farm failed again.

Tuna fishing an obscure south-western aesthetic policy, 

so she goes on hegira to the obscurest west. 

Ambulances lubricate words before they mince them. 

Then we die, best of all. Better that than bedridden

or the lawn’s pandering sprinkler, 

the particulates get in everywhere anyhow anyway, 

even a little further north of the campus. 

He really can see Russia from the horn,

the lahar a spoil of war as the isthmus breaks off.

Flotillas of people remind the accountants

of the G20. We must do something urgently

with our pockets, chimes the ID bracelet. 

Not kidding, my lint paradise is a correctional facility. 

               The books on screams are being censored, 

inevitably, as we rack up debts in every other 

humanitarian redoubt on the autolytic globe. 
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I am an ambulance after all. 

When we leave Grey Gardens for the swamp, 

the two malingerers greet a distant beacon.

The Breeze Pins a Datsun to a Cheese Sandwich

His flair links distant continents as he stalls a Laser.

Historic geographical problems lance the cohesion 

of seriousness. Will the academy relent.

Why but for the alveolar fricatives, 

says activism. Language remains unpaid

during the bridal creeper rampage.

A whale brays. 

Good question, chirps porpoise. Who indeed 

qualifies for weeding and activation. 

Who could qualify but the demon and the orange. 

The sprite and the fruit, in other words. 

Or, the mallet and the stone. 
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Alexander Nevsky,

I have enjambed the line like O’Hara’s nose.

Succulent court of your gravy temple,

we get hot chips in my cinema food court. 

Eating, years later, Melbourne’s skyline

from Bacchus Marsh scones the ribs, grass in handfuls, 

fingers greasy from joshing with a bike chain. 

We’re not riding horses or ponies. They’re suckling. 

Your denim thigh rests by my denim thigh.

Cheering a kelpie, maybe, loose on its appetite,

nicotine rests in our spirit but stays unlit. 

You explain what was wrong with the Lindsays, 

right with Drysdale and Namatjira as a start shatters. 

We move more to the subject of Vincent and less 

of Albert by now, sparking association 

with the swarming orange – no fireflies 

in this district – poorly known beyond byzantine 

design, but popular in Philadelphia and Catholicism. 

You canvas people during theory remonstrance 

like a calligrapher, and the sun won’t rise.

So many thumbs come from the Harbour view

that would freeze on the plains.

I am a victim of paint, am I. 

We hesitate and don’t drink anything good, 

you smoking a bit now to make do. And, yet, 

there isn’t any temperature at all.

The breeze pins a Datsun to a cheese sandwich.
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A human head is fairly decent worm-food

big g was absent 
but the holy spirit prowling
timeworn words proved useful
for a spell
darkness cold fire
the current cut
me in the crowd centre
and yet to the side
first a sweet taste
then bitter
a window opens
a window shuts
shoved back into the everyday
slowly but surely the days yielded their newfound colours 
slowly but surely the old wedges driven in between 
unbearable
a worm in the brain
as far back as I recall
the enemy language
everywhere
like a teargas canister
in a windowless cell

Suspended  Particles 

“We live in language as in polluted air. In spite of what humorists think, 
words do not play. Nor do they make love, as Breton thought, except in 
dreams. Words work, on behalf of the dominant organization of life.”

When the sunrays strike
those billion flying mirrors
broken shards fill the lungs
and moldering dignitaries  
drift in the ghost light
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hell bleeds into the surface
scorched birds
as if they were words
flew as many as midges
the peddlers of darkness
remain vigilant
I despise the dust
that shapes me
and calls to you

[Invocation/exhortation]

minced words
don’t quite wield ðis 
need to put it in stronger terms
model predator supplies the terminology
hear ye hear ye
hear me
I am the master of discourse
I know words
like ‘adjectivacious’
underlined red
O grand facilitator
launcher of a thousand ships
superconductor
universal solvent
(dis)solve this 
expose this
Plainly speaking
in no uncertain terms
it’s opaque
suspect
make it lay
it’s cards on the table 
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 Don’t Play With Cocaine. I Mean Caffeine

Play with Cocaine
Cocaine is a white dog
I mean kangaroo
Caffeine is too
I mean brown
They hop through Chinatown looking for anything that
might’ve got away
                               I mean L.A.
2016 did not end well
Nor 2015
I wish you the best for 2017
Cocaine will not ruin your nose but Caffeine will
We used to have Nicotine, and Sugar too but they got shot
of us
          I mean through
You cannot take roos on a bus
I know, I’ve tried
I’ve taken them down to the reservoir at 5
In winter that is
In summer, 7.10, or 7.30
They don’t like you to fuck with their routine
                                                                       I mean
play
Today’s a good day
No acid in the feed, or the rain
No blood on the mind, or the brain
Cocaine lets her joeys out
She doesn’t give them scissors or a clip round the ear or too 
much encouragement or chewing gum
                                                               It’s 2017
Time to go home, get to work or hell
All the kangaroos are on the train
I wish its passengers well
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 Defeat Of Pitt  

Even a tragedy has to start somewhere, a time, a place, an
agreement or assumption that the hero’s fall makes sense

It’s not yesterday or there’d be no fly buzzing around the 
room. I hope it’s not tomorrow. A line for the writer, a line 
for the reader. It’s only fair. Pitt will be defeated, Pitt’s 
the good one, in his blue jumper. Not Mike, in a yellow suit
nor Cherry, the ‘Kiama Scammer’ wearing a green raincoat

Mike never took his punishment, nor his drink out of his eye-
sight. He wasn’t good-looking like Pitt, who trees would 
walk off with. Pitt blowing bubbles for the homeless, what
a character, playing canasta with the widows. Hurt in love
all men were hurt in love, often by themselves. Mike check-
ing his investment portfolio like a lily pond in an iPhone
holder. Cherry pushing to the front of the queue on a hot 
day to buy all the frozen yoghurt. Then just dumping it out-
side a school or a cats’ home. Those two were going places

They were on fire, not like Pitt who would one day look back
on his days running the environment raffle as a high point

Mike and Cherry were pulled towards Pitt, but wanted to
bring him down. Better a fly in the ointment than two in 
the food. A line for the reader. A fly buzzing in an ear

Pitt so unphotogenic yet so adorable in written description
the opposite of a charismatic leader: so the past, like his 
neck. I can’t begin to tell you all the things I’ve left out 
Don’t let me write anyone into a corner. Mike and Cherry 
at opposite cafés crying, into any dry lap they can find, a-
bout Pitt
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we were in the country. some kind of bare, nondescript, bleak countryside. 

maybe winter in North America, or summer in Australia. Browns. Ashy 

trees. h & s were under some kind of rug, or maybe it was a tent, and they 

were inside it. h’s friend, unknown (to me), approached the tent(?) with an 

axe. it was a prank. pretending to be an axe-wielding murderer, to scare 

them off into the night/day. before he swung the axe I was worried about h’s

reaction, I thought he would react to the feigned violence with uncontrolled 

violence, kill his friend in a disastrous situation. as it happened, the friend 

killed h in the tent, and s started running off into the distance. the friend, 

shocked at what had happened with h, but seemingly wanting to keep up the

ruse of this all being a prank, hurled the axe at s, as if to keep in character. 

the axe felled s at some distance, cleft right into her head. we started to lose 

it, as if we were disintegrating, or our bodies were losing structure, bones, 

muscles, air streaming out of us. we were running toward s. past s. 

h was somehow alive again, and he was going to hang himself. he had 

climbed up on top of something and was rigging up a noose of some sort of 

black rubber, cabling. we were running after him. I kind of wondered if we 

were spontaneously vomiting. we reached h, were below him. we were 

screaming at him, pleading with him not to do it. but there was a weakness 

to our cries, a hollowness. we knew what had happened to s. his friend had 

thrown an axe into the skull of his lover. we wanted to say that he had so 

much to live for but we knew that was abhorrent. and on top of the 

personal, the horror of that violence, we also knew that there was something

political to our hopelessness, that the hollowness in which our attempts to 

stop h died out was a darkness in the politics around us. a sense that there 

was nothing to live for. that things were real bad and the noose was a fair 

response. nevertheless we didn’t want it to happen. we continued yelling, 
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half convinced. 

it was at that point that I realised t had also died. I don’t know why or how 

but I knew she was dead and it was as if I had forgotten it. these twin facts –

having lost my love and seemingly only now remembering – filled me with 

immense horror. an underlying guilt and an overbearing grief. everything 

seemed blurred and pressured. t was gone. I started screeching, over and 

over. it wasn’t that the sound was merely emanating from me without my 

control, it was a conscious act. I was forcing all of my body into the 

screeching. I was trying to make as much noise as possible but also to make

that noise as sharp and torn and sick as possible. I wanted to break 

everything, even if it had to start within my organs. in the midst of this 

screaming I began to move over into a kind of dämmertzustand in which 

with the most overwhelming relief I began to sense that this was a dream, 

and worked to wrest myself out of it. after waking though, a fear remains 

that it can only go on so long, these dreams, there being an exit from them. 

that the false redemption of waking cannot be sustained. that at some point 

waking will be nothing but confirmation. and all sleep will be have to be 

abandoned. 
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(        )

A classically trained impostor, his teeth 

had seven degrees of freedom as he claimed

it’s easy to find a way out of this excavation site 

once you’re wearing the right scalp, or shooting 

up cat tranquilizer, yet all persuasion 

I needed was that sheen of the hair 

on his wrists as they rolled up my sleeve.

He truly had all the drugs, yet in the end 

was but a man and couldn’t spare me from 

advice during the countdown and I quote, 

Carve conflicting symbols on your forehead

to dissuade your employer from eating you whole, 

smear your lungs onto every screen you see,

for only a fool is disgusted by carrion 

and comforted by the fact there are collectors 

out in the multiverse who desperately need you

to complete their collections, props and all,

and only a fool awaits the day when the gadgets 

of the rich will rise against them, mastering 

astral projection in the meantime to ensure 

the lack of evidence in everyone’s case.
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1. 
 
The Ortolan’s eyes are carefully removed from its head with a knife. The bird              
is then placed into a box filled with seeds. As it can not see, it assumes it is                  
night. This spurs the bird’s appetite, so that it begins gorging itself on the              
seeds. Once the desired weight is achieved, the bird is taken from it’s cage and               
then thrown into Armagnac - both drowning and marinating the bird. After            
removal of remaining plumage, the bird is roasted for about 10 minutes and             
then ready for consumption. The consument barges the Ortolan into their           
mouth, clawsfirst, and chews and swallows it whole, spitting out only the larger             
bones. It is customary to cover the act of eating with a napkin as to hide the act                  
from the eyes of God.  
 
2. 
 
i remembered thinking ill remember that and 
these distances rearranged between every 
one as definitive as the chance meeting of 
a firing squad and the gust that carries its 
function with the direction of all dispersing 
witnesses rushing forward and away into 
the regenerative violence of transaction 
where the false meets its suspended 
moment of truth and we exchange 
what is left of our names after all the 
shared lies speaking in some common 
hurting and stresses about what we thought 
was a common enemy but was actually 
a reflection of our schemes which thrown 
into disarray were exactly what we found 
in them and then someone said something 
vague about whats next and loss and 
how we might share different complicities 
and what comes first the law or the crimes 
the cops or the citizens or those outside 
and then theres another vague fight about 
what we can or should do with it whatever 
it is and when someone leaves because 
they just can’t be in that space anymore 
because whatever is happening has turned 
on itself again in the way it always seems to 
do in the end which itself seems to be coming 



faster each time when it turns out to be exactly 
what it always was in the first place, and then 
we agree that we fucked up but what is there 
to be done and how could we do it anyway it was 
all hopeless and naive and entangled and just stupid 
as anyone else and how we insisted happy people must 
be morons -and it is not their charm - so fuck 
them we said and resumed our performed separations 
in a privatized situation that denies itself as such 
except when we mentioned it sometimes silently 
 
 
3. 
 

it is no season and the city goes up         
in smoke continuously. what witches     
will rise against the white west sky?       
what violence will hail from it? how       
often have we walked past the fires       
and thought: how can this benefit      
us?   

  
we manifest abstractions on pages then eat them as reality is trash too putrid              
even for us rats. don’t tell me this house is not in Kronstadt 1921, Paris 1871                
or just Athens whenever for the few hours I sleep every night. dreaming of              
the so called natural numbers. their paratactic sameness. they reduced them to            
1. i sleep with my eyes clenched and my fists open, receptive. in a way they,                
the numbers, I think, always are all one. the only truth available to us here. all                
these dreams are the same dreams. 19 hours. its been the 26th of September in               
1940 for how many years now? Everything is so dialectics and on fire – as               
living situations, pamphlets, poisons, antidotes, demonstrations we - failures         
to cancel all these syllables in something other than academic filth or ancient             
dust on (post) - modernist beauty as a golden cage. someone had sold our              
names somewhere 
 
romance is an idealism – think about that the next time two or more binary               
cops - and it don’t matter shit what uniform theyre wearing - stroll through              
your or my neighborhood self satisfied and important in the perfume of ruling             
class swelter, sweet and sickly the way it seems to stick to our skin after they                
make one of us take their ridiculous honeymoon pictures smiling like the sun             
might in how many years? when she gets to set all this on fire, I mean - like                  
we might, on a given day moving out to a given postcode - to detonate softly                



and with love. no one will follow. we appear as illusions. awash in fevers and               
silk - we have destroyed the footage. we hope you realize that after all it was                
meant as a favor, the only grace we were still capable of. all our dreams were                
the same dreams. 
 
4. 
 
face slants  
got mouths 
to work a way 
to feed 
things. the city a bitter 
pill 
is mirage and cheap 
tricks, fences. drink 
the face as  
tincture or perfume as if it 
it was a cure. lip wired. 
people are 
are equally 
wages and 
wages. facewire and 
malfunctionate 
it. compile  
senses/discard  
 
5. 
 
on saturdays hourly 
shop window is fragile 
was teeth spill 
fire, the works. shop 
this glint, you fucking 
weapon. anyway - 
a deal it is always 
a scar. understood 
transgression as 
mesh wire as 
in it was a shame 
to the wind. night 
falls, heard boiling 
and silver salutes - 



afterwards: crows 
or crowds, swarming 
 
 
 
6. 
 
Kladderadatsch 2016 
 
the person is private the mind 
is a fire hazard I’m just here 
to carry a torch no safety 
smoking first. flee the country 
when the unions are declared 
apolitical. nice year, nice decade, 
long centuries, good job. spewing 
out the atmosphere in chunks 
and clots - some mixture they 
put into me. the mind is a fire 
hazard and i saw you and it whatever 
it is sparkling. The watchtowers and  
Triton - columns for the sixth republic 
a streetcar is a barge is a container 
and this is organization. the sky is a 
frame the sea goes beyond. some foul 
water we have to drink. stupid books 
 
we still try to read. this winter is old beer coming 
up the drain and left eyes flickering overhead.  
boredom too is a fire hazard. we can now think 
in measures. work ethics gather to administer 
pharmaceutical dreamscapes, white neon pure 
fun, fun people spoiled jokes. your painted 
face is violent teeth fused grave robbed gold. 
feeds on the young. at new frontier beach we  
bathe in jpeg artifacts - crystallics like crackles  
and red eye. Alchemics like burst capillaries and  
glassshatter withdrawal in pesticide clonazepam  
neuralgic, this bloody week, taking field notes 
At the frontier of abasement, wrapped in celophane. 
 
 



 
from your elusive networks biometric 
turnstiles keep out us spasming at night  
receiving the murmur of the mystic machinery 
spellbound bones and limbs repeating 
in the hidden abode compulsive repetition 
Thrashing at the machinery of sorrow. 
the skin cells are also just skin. Now my sleep 
is feudal and the conjuncture elsewhere 
a place not on the news is potentially 
always already a fire hazard. once knew these 
codes before the sun was postponed or canceled 
your skin is receptive to this kind of frequency. a 
mixture they put into you. sleep in the carcass 
of an unborn city and seek shade beneath the 
statistical spines trembling with pioneer’s disease. 
loose contacts in this century, any day now - 
 
next year 
will be every year before in a dark mirror and the sky 
will feature a countdown in unintelligible numbers 
– at the border ships named after greek mythology 
hunt nameless vessel. lined them up real nice. pills 
make me get outside. pills make this train 
not explode. broken alarm struck two times - 
lets circulate in public space out of time like 
humming linen rags and dance with the 
commodities. if you want it to be, time can also 
be a fire hazard. we will refuse to die like 
coinage. mostly your face when it all hits 
zero - the palace imagined as pyrotechnics 









Epochalypse is common sense since a minute

We’re inured to the planetary asphyxiations

A twilight that lasts longer than the totality of day

Like a barnacle sensing the approach of a wave that would sweep it away

"Fight so hard we don’t feel as if we’re going to explode all the time, make that 

the great American pastime again."

Pain is isolation. Invent rituals of collective mourning. New arts of diplomacy. 

Magic. Oaths. Lament our age. Embark on a new historical era. Incessant 

metamorphosis.

The same joy we feel when fighting the police has to be possible in our everyday 

lives, when cooking together and caring for one another

We will have been the golden age of great Western films

Did that poser redneck in D.C. disclose the truth of Pizzagate?

Mason-Dixon is everywhere
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Trump is a fucking jack-in-the-box

What happened to your arms, where did they go?

Humans are living archē-fossils. Relics of the past. 

Capitalism’s got nothin’ on doping

Was it an iron horse screaming in the aquarium of night?

Did the future emerge from the present or was the present deduced from the 

future?

Years and years whiled away in front of a telescope. Mansions littered with 

interfaces. In the sky. Workers wired down to every last synapse, bored out of 

their fucking minds. Mars über Alles no escaping it now.

The book recorded my facial gestures, the speed at which I read, where I stopped 

and began again. 

How’s the weather?
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How much 23.4% are in 30,00000,000000,00000,0,000,0000,?

Plotless decimals, accumulated forecasts. Snow in all the palaces.

Can we decipher our own absence from the rubble of Aleppo?

Look at that blue fish smoking a cigarette

The scream of the bone whistle, the smell of pukey carpet

The sunlight shone through the jellyfish, drifting at the mercy of the trade winds

We saw flashes  of  a  parallel  present  orbiting  outside  the  confines  of  a  camp

surrounded  by  pigs in  the  heart  of  the  metropolis,  a  world  opening  up  now,

occluded by the nihilism we like to call the American Dream.

No Golden Age, no second coming, no more united states, no more bison, wasps 

or orchids, bots aplenty. 

Burn out. Defeat. Depression. Passivity. Ruin. Disbelief. Rage. Fidelity. Rapture. 

Morale. Overwhelming victory. Fulfillment. 
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Not an event like the big bang, but a succession of catatonic freezes and extreme 

velocities, fainting spells and shooting arrows

No more myths, no more hegemonies, only the surprising generosity of being

Police are nonsense, pure metaphysical fiction invented by a small man named 

Hobbes, fake news at best

Round ups in every district. Zone by zone, door by door

The landscape of Grand #P flew by 

Gilded gates, judges, vultures. Our lady of Paris screaming bloody murder. 

Chokehold. 

Do we really believe we can win? 

We must live as if the messiah will come tomorrow

But know that he will not.
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